Abstract. We investigate approximation from shift-invariant spaces by using certain integral operators and discuss various applications of this approximation scheme. We assume that our integral operators commute with shift operators and that their kernel functions decay at a polynomial rate. We prove that the approximation order provided by such an integral operator is m if and only if the integral operator reproduces polynomials of degree up to m − 1, where m is a positive integer. Using this result, we characterize the approximation order provided by a finitely generated shiftinvariant space whose generators decay in a polynomial rate and have stable shifts. We also review some already well-studied approximation schemes such as projection, cardinal interpolation, and quasi-interpolation by considering them as special cases of integral operators.
Introduction.
There are many ways to construct approximation schemes associated with shift-invariant spaces. Among them are cardinal interpolation (see, e.g., [3, 8] ), quasi-interpolation (see, e.g., [4, 7, 18] ), projection (see, e.g., [9, 14, 16, 19] ), and convolution (see, e.g., [20] ). In this paper, we unify these approximation schemes in a systematic fashion by viewing them all as special cases of the approximation scheme induced by an integral operator L of the form (1.1) (Lf )(x) = K(x, y)f (y) dy, x ∈ R n , where the kernel K is assumed to be a complex-valued measurable function on R n × R n and the convention = R n has been adopted. In particular, we characterize the approximation order provided by such an integral operator. We also give a characterization of the approximation order provided by a finitely generated shift-invariant space with stable generators. All of our results are valid for approximation in L p (R n ), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
A linear subspace S of L p (R n ) is called shift-invariant if f ∈ S implies f (·−ν) ∈ S for all ν ∈ Z n . Since our main interest lies in approximation from shift-invariant spaces, it is natural to assume that the integral operator L commutes with all shift operators T ν on L p (R n ):
We use T u to denote the translation of a function f by u ∈ R n : (T u f)(x) = f(x − u), x ∈ R n . If the translation is given by a multiinteger, we call it a shift (in accordance with current parlance). It is easily seen that the commutativity described above is equivalent to the equation (1.2) K(x − ν, y) = K(x, y + ν) for all ν ∈ Z n and a.e. x, y ∈ R n .
We also assume that our integral operator decays at a polynomial rate. To be precise, the kernel function K is assumed to satisfy the following two conditions:
and, for some nonnegative integer m,
where the norm · on R n is defined by y := max{|y 1 |, . . . , |y n |} for y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ R n .
Conditions (1.2)-(1.4) assure that the operator L given by (1.1) is a bounded operator on L p (R n ) (see Lemma 2.2). Moreover, when conditions (1.2) and (1.4) are fulfilled, we can extend the domain of the operator L to include Π m = Π m (R n ), the linear space of polynomials of (total) degree no greater than m on R n . We adopt the convention that Π −1 = {0}.
For h > 0, let σ h be the scaling operator defined by the equation
If L is a linear operator on L p (R n ), then we denote by L h the operator σ h Lσ 1/h . Given a positive integer m, we say that the integral operator L provides approximation order m if for every sufficiently smooth function f in L p (R n ),
Let S be a closed shift-invariant subspace of L p (R n ). Then σ h (S) = {σ h f : f ∈ S}. We say that S provides approximation order m if for every sufficiently smooth function
In the next two sections, we shall show that under conditions (1.2)-(1.4), the integral operator L provides approximation order m if and only if it reproduces all polynomials in Π m−1 . We use this result to characterize the approximation order provided by S in terms of the Strang-Fix conditions, assuming that S is generated by finitely many functions that have stable shifts and a suitable decay. We use the standard multiindex notation as in [1] . For instance, if α and β are multiindices, then |α| denotes the length of α and α ≤ β means that α is less than or equal to β coordinatewise. For a domain D in R n , we denote by f p (D) the usual L p norm of a (complex-valued) function f on D. This is simply written as f p when D = R n . We use f| E to denote the restriction of the function f to a subset E of its original domain. We denote by W m p (R n ) the usual Sobolev space as in [1] and by |f | m,p the seminorm of a function f ∈ W m p (R n ). We assume that all of our functions are Lebesgue measurable. We denote by C c (R n ) the space of compactly supported continuous functions on R n and by C 0 (R n ) the space of continuous functions on R n that vanish at infinity (see [10, p. 126] ).
Approximation power of integral operators.
In this section, we estimate the lower bound of the approximation order provided by an integral operator that commutes with shifts. In what follows, I denotes the unit cube [0, 1) n in R n and p is a real number such that 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a kernel function satisfying conditions (1.2)-(1.4), and let L be the integral operator given in
where C is a constant independent of p, f , and h. This result may be viewed as a generalization of the well-known Bramble-Hilbert lemma. The proof of the theorem will be given after the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. Let K be a kernel function satisfying conditions (1.2)-(1.4), and let L be the integral operator given in
Then for y ∈ I and ν ∈ Z n , we deduce from (1.2) that
This together with (1.3) 
Similarly, the function
Let M be the maximum of k 1 ∞ and k 2 ∞ . By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (see, e.g., [10, Theorem 6 .27]), we conclude that
In the next lemma, we summarize some properties of a special case of L that will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and on other occasions later. Select a function
For this kernel, the integral operator defined in (1.1) is the usual convolution operator χ * . It is easy to verify that this kernel function satisfies conditions (1.2)-(1.4). It follows from the previous lemma that the operator χ * is bounded on L p (R n ). It is clear that χ * f ∈ C ∞ (R n ) for every locally integrable function f . Furthermore, one can verify that the operator from L p (R n ) to p (Z n ) given by f → (χ * f )| Z n is also bounded. The dilates of this operator, σ h (χ * )σ 1/h for h > 0, are often used as an approximation tool. The convergence of this scheme as h ↓ 0 stems from the fact that χ * 1 = 1, i.e., the operator χ * reproduces polynomials of degree zero. To enhance approximation power, we need to choose a kernel function in such a way that the corresponding convolution operator reproduces polynomials of a higher degree. To this end, we recall the following smoothing operator J employed in [12] :
where m is a positive integer and ∇ m u is the mth difference operator defined by
where 1 denotes the identity operator. Simple computations show that the smoothing operator J is identical to the convolution operator χ m * , where
It is clear that χ m satisfies all the conditions that χ does, and, moreover, Jq = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 . The preceding discussion is summarized in the following lemma. Lemma 2.3. The operator J = χ m * maps locally integrable functions into infinitely differentiable functions. Moreover, there is a constant C independent of p and
The proof of this lemma can be found in [12] . Proof of Theorem 2.
. It suffices to show that Lf − f p ≤ C|f | m,p since (2.1) follows from this estimate by a change of variables. Clearly,
It thus remains to prove that
If p = ∞, then we also have
Now it is clear that (2.4) will be established if we can show that
for some constant C independent of f , p, and x. Let q z be the (m − 1)st Taylor polynomial of Jf about z ∈ R n , and let r z be the corresponding remainder, Jf −q z . Note that for every z ∈ R n , we have Jf(z) = q z (z). Furthermore, by the assumption on L, Lq z = q z . For each x ∈ I and ν ∈ Z n ,
We therefore have (2.6)
The last step used the fact that L commutes with shifts. Next, for x, y ∈ R n and ν ∈ Z n , define
Using (2.6), we can write, for each x ∈ I and ν ∈ Z n , (2.7)
To estimate e x,y (ν), use the integral form of the remainder in Taylor's theorem:
The operators J, D α , and T u commute with each other. It follows that for any x, y ∈ R n and ν ∈ Z n , (2.8) 
From equation (2.7), we have
This leads to
Note that x − y ≤ 1 + y for x ∈ I and y ∈ R n . Hence it follows that
Taking (1.4) into account, we obtain the desired estimate (2.5), thereby completing the proof. We close this section by noting that when p = ∞, the condition that L commutes with shifts is not required (cf. [6] ).
Upper bound.
In this section, we show that the converse of Theorem 2.1 is also true. This gives an upper bound for the approximation order and hence gives a characterization of the approximation order provided by the integral operator discussed in the preceding section. 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma. Lemma 3.2. Fix m ∈ N. Let K be a kernel function satisfying conditions (1.2) and (1.4), and let L be the integral operator given in (1.1). If
Proof. Our proof is motivated by the work of Lei and Jia [17] . For −1 ≤ k ≤ m−1, we shall prove that Lq = q for all monomials q(x) = x α with |α| = k. This will be done by induction on k. Since Π −1 = {0}, the statement is true for k = −1.
α , where α is some multiindex such that |α| = k. We wish to prove Lq = q.
Let h > 0 be such that 1/h is an integer. Then I is the disjoint union of the cubes h(I − ν), where ν runs over the set
Thus we have
By a change of variables, we obtain
Write
This shows that
Note that the number of elements in J h is (1/h) n . Therefore, (3.3) and (3.4) together give
Since k ≤ m − 1, we conclude that Lq − q = 0, i.e., Lq = q. Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the Hölder inequality, with p being the exponent conjugate to p, we have
By Lemma 3.2, the theorem will be established if we can verify (3.2). For this purpose, it suffices to consider a specific function q(x) = x α for |α| ≤ m−1. By the C ∞ -Urysohn lemma (see [10, p. 237 
n , and |f(x)| ≤ |q(x)| for all x ∈ R n . Hence we have
In view of (3.5), we only have to show that
A point x ∈ I can be written as h(x − ν), where x ∈ I, ν ∈ Z n and ν ≤ 1/h. We observe that
Recall that ν ≤ 1/h. Hence y − ν > 2/h implies
It follows that y − ν ≤ ν + y ≤ 2 y . Therefore, for x ∈ I and ν ≤ 1/h, we have
where M is a constant such that |K(x, y)| y m dy ≤ M for almost every x ∈ I. The existence of such a constant is guaranteed by (1.4). Consequently,
from which (3.6) follows at once. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remarks. Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 together characterize the approximation order of an integral operator with its kernel satisfying (1.2)-(1.4) by means of the degree of polynomials the operator can reproduce. Therefore, only integer approximation orders appear in our settings. Also, Theorem 3.1 remains true if the cube I in (3.1) is replaced by any nonempty open subset of R n . The following corollary will play an important role in the rest of the paper. Proof. If Lq = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 , then by Theorem 2.1 we have
Hence S provides approximation order m. For the necessity part, assume that S provides approximation order m.
It follows that
Here we used L h p = L p , proved by a change of variables. From the preceding inequality, we have
By Theorem 3.1, Lq = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 .
Stable families.
In this section, we study finitely generated shift-invariant spaces whose generators decay in a polynomial rate and have stable shifts.
In order to give a precise definition of "decay" for a function, we utilize a family of spaces L m , which originated from [13] . For m ∈ Z + , L m is defined to be the space of functions f such that ess sup
If f ∈ L m , then we denote by f Lm the essential supremum in this definition. It is clear that L m ⊂ L p (R n ) for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and for all m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The space L m is closely related to a certain Banach algebra, which we now define. Let B m be the set of functions τ of the form
Here R n denotes the torus in C n :
With the norm · Bm and the usual pointwise operations (addition and multiplication), B m becomes a Banach algebra. The relationship between L m and B m is revealed in the next lemma. For f and g in L := L 0 , define
This series converges uniformly and absolutely. (See part (a) of the following lemma.) Here f, g := f (x)ḡ(x) dx denotes the inner product of two functions f and g on R n , andḡ means the complex conjugate of g. In the following, we use the symbol * to denote a "semidiscrete" convolution.
Consequently,
Now, to show that [f, g] ∈ B m , we calculate, with the aid of inequality (4.2),
This proves part (a) of the lemma. For part (b), we have a similar calculation:
Taking the essential supremum for x ∈ I, we obtain the assertion in (b). The assertion in (c) follows immediately from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 of [16] .
We now consider stability of the shifts of a finite number of functions.
of L is said to have L p -stable shifts, if there are constants A > 0 and B > 0 such that for any finitely supported sequences a j (j = 1, . . . , N) ,
The above definition is equivalent to the assertion that (4.3) holds for any sequences a j ∈ p when 1 ≤ p < ∞ and for any a j ∈ c 0 when p = ∞. (The space c 0 consists of all sequences vanishing at infinity.) Indeed, the subspace of finitely supported sequences is dense in p (1 ≤ p < ∞) and dense in c 0 . Furthermore, the series involved in f * a converges absolutely for any f ∈ L and a ∈ p (cf. [13] ). Let us recall from [13] that Φ has L p -stable shifts if and only if there are sequences
. . , N, such that the functions φ j := φ j * b j are dual to the functions φ j in the sense that
where δ is the Kronecker symbol. Therefore, we may drop the affiliation L p -from the word "stability".
Proof. Because of the dual relationship, we need to prove only one of the two implications. Suppose that Φ ⊂ L m . Let Φ(z) be the N × N Gramian matrix of Φ:
By Lemma 4.1(a), every entry of Φ(z) lies in B m . Since B m is a Banach algebra, every minor of Φ(z), including the determinant det Φ(z), is in B m . By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of [13] , the stability of Φ implies that det Φ(z) = 0 for all z ∈ R n . It follows from Lemma 4.1(c) that the function 1/ det Φ(z), z ∈ R n , is in B m . We conclude that every entry τ jk (z) of the inverse matrix of the Gramian Φ(z) is in B m . By [13, Theorem 4.1] , the dual functions of φ j are given by
where b jk are the sequences representing the functions τ jk :
In light of Lemma 4.1(b), φ j ∈ L m for j = 1, . . . , N.
Approximation by projection.
In this section, we study the approximation order provided by projections onto some shift-invariant spaces. We employ the spaces L m introduced in the preceding section.
For a finite subset .4)). Set
Then the following statements are true: To verify (1.4), we use (4.2) to obtain
The right-hand side is finite because of the decay properties of φ j and φ j .
We are now in a position to consider the approximation power of the projection operator P , which is determined by the so- 
Theorem 5.2. Let Φ be a finite subset of L m that has stable shifts. Let P be the projection given in Lemma 5.1. Let h > 0 and
where C is a constant independent of f , p, and h.
To prove (b), suppose that Φ satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions of order m. Let q ∈ Π m−1 and write Φ = {φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ N }. As is well known (see, e.g., [18] ), there exist sequences
(ii) q = N j=1 φ j * a j . Note that the growth property (i) and the decay properties of φ j ensure that the series defining φ j * a j are absolutely convergent for almost all x. By the duality relation (4.4), we have a j (ν) = q, T ν φ j . Thus
Since P q = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 , Theorem 2.1 asserts that the estimate in (5.3) is valid.
The converse of the preceding theorem is also true. Therefore, we have the following characterization. Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 5.2. To prove the necessity, we apply Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 3.4 to conclude that P q(x) = K(x, y)q(y) dy = q(x) for x ∈ R n and q ∈ Π m−1 , where P and K are as given in Lemma 5.1. Let q α (x) := x α /α!, x ∈ R n , and
Then ρ α ∈ span(Φ). Since q α (y) = β≤α q β (y−ξ)q α−β (ξ) for all y, ξ ∈ R n , we obtain by Lemma 5.1 that
where x ∈ R n and |α| ≤ m − 1. In short, we get q α = β≤α ρ β * q α−β for |α| ≤ m − 1, which implies that Φ satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions of order m. (Here and hereafter we use f * g for f * (g| Z n ) when g is a continuous function on R n .) This implication is well known. For example, the argument used in [12] can be carried over verbatim to the present setting.
A few remarks are in order. A characterization of the L 2 -approximation order of a shift-invariant space is given in [2] , where the conditions on decay and stability are not required. In [11] , a characterization of the L p -approximation order (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞) is established for the shift-invariant space generated by a compactly supported function φ withφ(0) = 0.
Quasi-interpolation and cardinal interpolation.
In this section, we consider the approximation power provided by two important approximation schemes: quasi-interpolation and cardinal interpolation.
Let us first look at quasi-interpolation. A quasi-interpolant associated with a
where the λ j 's are linear functionals on L p (R n ) and Λ is the collection of these λ j 's.
where g is some function in L p (R n ) with 1/p + 1/p = 1. We say that λ is compactly supported if g is. Moreover, by the Riesz representation theorem (see, e.g., [10, p. 216] ), a bounded linear functional λ on C 0 (R n ) has the representation
where µ is a complex Borel measure on R n . We say that λ is compactly supported if there is a compact subset F of R n such that µ(E \ F ) = 0 for every Borel subset E of R n . If this is the case, then the domain of λ can be extended to C(R n ). The approximation order provided by a quasi-interpolant is closely related to the Strang-Fix conditions (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 18] ). This fact is substantiated again in the following theorem. Our primary interest here is to show that the results concerning approximation power provided by integral operators may be easily applied to quasi-interpolants. 
The proof is complete. Proof of Theorem 6.1. To prove the sufficiency, we assume that Φ satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions of order m. Recall from [12] that there are finitely supported sequences a j , j = 1, . . . , N, such that the function φ := N j=1 φ j * a j satisfies φ * q = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 . Let Q be the operator given by
where χ m is the function given in (2.2). By Lemma 2.3(d), we have Qq = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 . Clearly, the operator Q can be written as a quasi-interpolant in the form (6.1) and as an integral operator in the form (1.1) with the kernel function
This kernel function satisfies conditions (1.2)-(1.4) since a j and χ m are all compactly supported. By Theorem 2.1, we conclude that Q provides approximation order m.
To prove the necessity, we assume that Λ = {λ j } N j=1 is a set of linear functionals as described in the theorem such that the quasi-interpolant Q := Q(Φ, Λ) provides approximation order m. Consider the composite operator L := QJ, where J := χ m * . By straightforward computation, we obtain
where
Clearly, the kernel K satisfies (1. 
Since any polynomial q ∈ Π m−1 can be represented as γ∈∆m−1 q(γ)q γ , it follows that
The above identity is true for all q ∈ Π m−1 . Thus if we replace q by q(· + ν), where ν ∈ Z n , we obtain the desired relation (6.2) . By what has been proved in the previous paragraph, for each j = 1, . . . , N, we can find sequences a j with support on ∆ m−1 such that
It follows that
where φ := N j=1 φ j * a j . Therefore, Q(Φ, Λ)q = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 implies that φ * q = q for all q ∈ Π m−1 . Hence Φ satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions of order m. The proof of the theorem is complete. Now let us consider cardinal interpolation. Let φ be a continuous function in L. To interpolate a bounded sequence b by the shifts of φ, we look for a bounded sequence a such that the function φ * a agrees with b on Z n . This is often called "cardinal interpolation." The problem is said to be "poised" if for any bounded sequence b there exists a unique bounded sequence a for which φ * a is a cardinal interpolant to b. Employing the same argument used in [3] and [8] , we can show that cardinal interpolation with φ ∈ L is poised if and only if the symbol of φ, defined by the equation The function ψ turns out to be well defined and to be the basic Lagrange interpolation function because
Therefore, ψ * is the cardinal interpolation operator. Proof. First, we prove that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Let
where χ m is the function given in (2.2). Then
Lf ( Hence s φ (ξ) = 0 impliesφ(ξ + 2πβ) = 0 for at least one β ∈ Z n . Thus Theorem 5.3 is applicable to the present situation. The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows.
Remark. After this work had been completed, we learned that Kyriazis in [15] also considered approximation by means of kernel operators. In his paper, Kyriazis obtained lower bounds for the approximation order provided by integral operators under a different set of conditions assumed for the kernel functions. However, his paper does not contain any result on the upper bound for the approximation order.
